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Freak the Mighty 

Chapter 7: “Walking High Above the World” pg. 34-40 
Chapter 8: “Dinosaur Brain” pg. 41-47 

----------Key   (25 points)---------- 
 
 
1. How does Freak “steer” Max?  ____________by kicking him ____________ pg. 35 

2. What is Freak comparing Max to by “steering” him?  ______a horse ______ pg. 35 

3. Where does Max go to escape the gang?  _____into the Millpond ________ pg. 37 

4. Tony D exchanges his knife for _____rocks_____ to throw at them. pg. 38 

5. What is Max’s dad’s name?  His nickname?  _Kenny Kane, Old Killer Kane pg. 39 

6. What does Freak call himself and Max as a team?  ___Freak the Mighty __ pg. 40 

7. What does Max call the police?  _____________the Calvary ____________ pg. 41 

8. What did the cops call Max?  Why?  _____a hero ____He saved Freak. ___ pg. 41 

9. Does Max agree with the police’s opinion?  Why?  __No, Freak is the hero _ pg. 41 

10. Grim and Gram are __shocked __ and __ proud__ at the police’s opinion. pg. 42 

11. Grim is so shocked that he gives Max ____coffee ____ to drink. pg. 44 

12. What does Freak do every morning?  What is a “quest”?  ___ He bang on the 

 bulkhead door to wake up Max for a new quest _____ an adventure _____ pg. 44-5 

13. Is Freak a “morning person”?  Is Max?  _______ Yes ______ No ________ pg. 44 

14. How many subspecies of ants are there?  _____ 2,247  _______________ pg. 45 

15. What is a dragon, according to Freak?  ______fear of the natural world and/or 

 archetype (symbol) of the unknown _______________________________ pg. 45 

16. Freak keeps a ___dictionary___  in his knapsack. pg. 46 

17. What does Freak do when he looks up a word?  ____underlines it in red __ pg. 46 

18. How big are “dinosaur brains”?  _________the size of peanuts __________ pg. 47 
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